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Bromance 
 

Underbelly’s Circus Hub, The Meadows, Edinburgh, EH9 9EX  
 

Friday 7th – Saturday 29th August 2015 (not 12th, 17th, 24th), 6.25pm 
 

Press night: Saturday 8th August 2015, 6.25pm 
 

Bromance – Noun (informal)  1.  a close but non-sexual relationship between two men. Early 21st 

cent.: blend of brother and romance. 

 

Frenetic but friendly.  Captivating but casual.  Audacious but awkward.  Multi award-winning UK 

circus company Barely Methodical Troupe fuse their inner frats with a dazzling tour-de-force of 

cutting edge circus prowess and physical theatre mayhem. 

 

The jaw-dropping magnificent (The Stage) hot ticket of the Edinburgh Fringe 2014 (winner, Total 

Theatre and Jackson’s Lane Award for Best Circus) returns to Edinburgh fresh from London’s 

Udderbelly Festival. 

 

Join this critically-acclaimed company as they walk the line between the pugnacious and the 

poignant, in this hilarious, bitter-sweet and mind-blowing celebration of everything blokey – 

where handshakes become handstands and back slaps become backflips.  The show introduces 

ideas about intense trust, support and personal space with relationships being at the heart of 

Bromance as it wittily explores male companionship and its limits. 

 

Barely Methodical Troupe are Beren d’Amico, Louis Gift, and Charlie Wheeller who are destined 

to take British contemporary circus to new heights. 

 

Bromance is produced by DREAM with support from Underbelly Productions and the National 

Centre for Circus Arts through the Circus Maximus Award.  Supported using public funding by the 

National Lottery through Arts Council England 
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Notes to Editors 

 

Title Bromance 

 

Performance Dates Friday 7th – Saturday 29th August (not 12th, 17th, 24th), 6.25pm 

 

Running time  55 minutes 

 

Location  Underbelly’s Circus Hub, The Meadows, Edinburgh, EH9 9EX 

  

Box Office Tickets are available from www.underbellyedinburgh.co.uk  

Preview (7th Aug): £11 

 High Price (10th, 11th, 14th, 15th, 16th, 21st, 22nd, 23rd, 28th, 29th Aug): £15 

(£14) 

 Low Price (8th, 9th, 13th, 18th, 19th, 20th, 25th, 26th, 27th Aug): £14 (£13) 

 

Twitter   @BMTroupe, @FollowTheCow, #Bromance 

  

Facebook  https://www.facebook.com/barelymethodical?ref=hl  

 
 

Barely Methodical Troupe  
 
BMT (Barely Methodical Troupe) is an experimental acrobatic circus company, fusing Hand-to-

Hand and Cyr Wheel with a through line of creative dynamic movement. 

 

The artists came to circus, each having trained independently in their own respective fields, with 

a thirst for breaking boundaries. Influenced by their already existing skill sets (Parkour, Bboying, 

and Tricking), they have a fresh perspective on the creation of their material. This combination 

of technical ability with their stylish flow is the defining feature of the troupe.  For more info,  

http://www.barelymethodical.com/. 
 

 
 

All enquiries, high res images and further information: 
 

Chloé Nelkin, Chloé Nelkin Consulting 
E: chloe@chloenelkinconsulting.com, M: 07764 273 219 

W: www.chloenelkinconsulting.com 
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